Onset of chaotic mode transitions can be used in a simple and robust mechanism for adaptation in multimode systems. We present an idealized model of adaptive mode selection using on-o switching of chaotic basin transition a multistable system. A stochastic description obtained in the limit of l switching intervals gives search times in terms of projections of the ch state onto basins of multistability.
Introduction
This paper relates to work on harnessing the onset of chaotic dynamics fo adaptive mode selection in multi-mode systems. This work is based on a general view of self-re-organization in which chaos can play an important rol nding " t" modes. It is often the case that whether a particular mode of multi-mode system, such as a laser, or a neural network, for example, is sa sactory or " t", is known by the external response seen when the system is i that mode. When working on the problem of mode selection in a particular high-dimensional nonlinear optical system, we proposed that bifurcation intermittent mode transitions (also called chaotic itinerance) could be nessed to automatically search for t modes among a set of candidate modes by simply feeding back external tness responses to a bifurcation paramet [Davis 1990 ]. The general idea of adaptive mode selection using chaos to couple the tness response signal to the multi-mode in such a way that bad responses result in mode transitions, and good responses result in s pression of mode transitions. Speci cally, the tness response signal ca used to drive the system between a multi-stable regime and a chaotic mode transition regime.
The e ectiveness and practicality of this scheme has been demonstrate in numerical [Davis 1990 ] and physical experiments [Aida and Davis, 1994 using an opto-electronic oscillator, and in numerical experiments on a ne network [Nara and Davis 1992] . A variation of this idea has also been used i experiments on a signal generator spontaneously adapting its output sign mode to avoid signal collisions [Liu and Davis 1997] .
The purpose of this paper is to present a simple model of this method, involving adaptive switching between two idealized dynamical regimes.
allows an easy derivation of a state transition diagram describing the mo search process, including the e ects of \false-alarms".
Model System
The basic model for adaptive mode selection is as follows. The multimode system is described by a parameter p and a dynamical variablẽ X. The control parameter has two particular parameter values p and p + , corresponding to the two dyamical regimes -multistability regime and mode transiti regime, respectively. In the multistability regime, there is a set of m which are all stable for the same parameter. That is there are multipl basins of attraction, and which mode is excited depends on the location the initial state. In the mode transition regime, the modes are unstable, there is a single chaotic attractor which extends to the neighborhoods of previously stable modes. The system receives a response E which is some arbitrary function of X and its history over some time interval. The response E takes two values, say 0 and 1 respectively, corresponding to \good" an \bad" tness. The response signal causes the multimode to switch between the two dynamical regimes at p and p+, as shown in Fig. 1 .
The mode search algorithm is represented by 3 steps. The tness of the mode is evaluated, returning a value of signal E = 0 or 1. Then the parameter is adjusted, to p in the case of a good response, E = 0, or p + in the case of a bad response, E = 1. Then the system is allowed to freely evolve for a time T.
Note that we do not exclude the possibility that more than one mode gets a good response. And it is functionally reasonable for the system to make spontaneous selection of any one of multiple good modes.
State Transition Representation
The dynamics of the search process de ned by Fig. 1 can be described by the state transition diagram shown in Fig. 2 .
The combined state of the multistable system plus environment is completely described by the parameter p, dynamical statẽ X, and response E.
We sample the state of the system immediately after the parameter has been adjusted. Then there is one-to-one correspondence between the state of t combined system and states of X. First we de ne two states, the set S B of X which get a bad response, and the set S G ofX which get a good response.
One iteration of the search algorithm gives one of four transitions in
Now, it is useful to further decompose S G , as shown in Fig. 3 , into \trap" states S T which do not lead to transitions back to bad states S B , and \non-trap" states S NT which do lead to transitions back to bad states S B .
If there is a transition from a good state in S G , or any of its iterates, to a bad state S B , then it belongs to the non-trap set S N T . The S N T states will be called \false-alarm" states. False-alarm states exist when the a mismatch between the external tness criterion and the basin structur
States X which get a good response but which are located in the basin of a bad mode are straightforward examples of false-alarm states. However, the may also be false-alarm states in the basins of \good" modes. Note that under certain conditions, the scheme de ned by Fig. 1 can eventually reac a good mode even if there is such a mismatch causing false alarms. This i a key point for the usefulness of this adaptation mechanism.
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Now we consider if and when the system will be able to nd and lock onto a good mode. That is, do trap states exist and can they be reached from arbitrary initial states? If one or more of the multistable modes at param p satisfy the tness criterion, then the set of trap states in Fig. 2 i empty, ie. S T 6= ;. If the orbit of the chaos at parameter p + passes through states which are in the trap set, then the trap set is accessible from at l some initial conditions. For a given system, such states may be easy t identify. However, in general, it is di cult to say whether trap sets be reached from arbitrary initial states. Regardless of the ergodicit the chaotic attractor at parameter p + , the on-o switching may alter the distribution of the search dynamics to the extent that local accesibili not enough to guarantee global accessibility.
In order to establish a condition where we can guarantee global access bility for the trap set, let us take the limit of large switching interva us assume that the interval T is much longer than characteristic times f relaxation to the invariant measures at both p and p + . Also, we will assume that each of the attractors at p contains only either good or bad states and not both. (A counter-example is a mode which is a limit-cycle through good and bad states.) Then the transition diagram can be written as in Fig. 4 as a markov stochastic transition diagram. A transition between states c now be described as a stochastic transition characterised by a probabil which depends only on the current state. The probabilities for transiti from the S B state are obtained by projecting the invariant measure of the chaotic attractor. The probability P B;T for transition S B ! S T is the relative measure of states visited by chaos which are also in the trapping set T .
The probability P B;NT for transition S B ! S NT is the relative measure of states visited by chaos which are in the false-alarm set. Now, the probabi P T;T of the S T ! S T transition is just unity by de nition. The probability P N T;B of the S NT ! S B transition is also unity from the assumption about the uniqueness of the tness type of the states in each multistable mode.
It can be seen immediately from Fig. 4 that in this limit of large switchi intervals, there is convergence to the trap set S T so long as P B;T is non-zero.
It is also straightforward to calculate the average time to reach the t set, = T P B;T (1 P B;NT + 2P 2 B;NT + 2P B;T P B;NT ) (1 P B;N T ) 2 (P B;T + P B;NT ) 2 :
In the particular case where there are no false alarms, P B;NT = 0, then the average search time is just
where P B;G is the probability of a chaotic transition from a bad state to a good state, P B;G P B;T + P B;N T . Clearly, the adaptive mode selection process will be faster if the measure of the chaotic dynamics is localize the neighborhoods of the candidate modes, and the environment responses match the mode basins, so that the probability of false alarms is reduce Also, in practice, one would not want to have switch interval T any longe than was necessary. In this regard, for example, it would be desirable avoid situations where there are good responses to states, such as those n fractal boundaries, which correspond to long transients at p .
By way of comparison, we could consider a method in which the multimode system is allowed to evolve in chaos at p + for time T , then unconditionally switched to p where it is allowed to evolve for another interval T before being tested. (Note that in this case the response signal alon not enough to switch the parameter, and supplementary parameter dynamics are needed.) A similar analysis for the case of long switch intervals giv average search time of
In this method, the average search time may be twice as long as that for th method of Fig. 1 in the case when P B;NT = 0. However, this method has the advantage that there are cases in which it may allow convergence to a good mode even when the method of Fig. 1 doesn't.
Conclusions
We have presented a simple model of the method proposed in Davis [1990] for adaptive mode selection using adaptive bifurcation between multistabi and chaotic mode transition regimes in a multimode system. In actual implementations of this method, in particular to high-dimensional multimo systems, such as in the experiment by Aida and Davis [1994] , it can be dif cult to analyse the search dynamics, for example to estimate search time
The simple model presented here involves adaptive switching between two ideal dynamical regimes of multistability and chaos. It allows easy deriva of a state transition diagram describing the mode search process, includ the e ects of \false-alarms". This provides a useful framework for furt analysis of particular systems. In particular, in the limit of large swi intervals, it can be seen that the mode search depends on just the projecti of the chaotic attractor on the states which get good responses, and on th distributions in the basins of stable modes.
Figures

Figure 1:
Control algorithm for adaptive mode search using on-o switching of chaos. It is assumed that at \test" there is a response signal from the en ronment which indicates whether the current state is \good" or \bad". 
